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In his motion, accused-movant Crisologo prays that his
scheduled arraignment on March 22, 20173 be deferred and
held in abeyance; and, that a reinvestigation of the case against
him be conducted.4

Accused-movant Crisologo avers that new evidence, which
was unavailable during the preliminary investigation
proceedings before the Office of the Ombudsman, had recently
surfaced in the form of "Commission on Audit Annual Audit
Report on the Philippine Aerospace Development Corporation
[PADCl (For the year ended December 31, 2015)."5

The accused-movant submits that part of the attachments
to the said audit report is a letter written by Leila S. Paras,
Director IV of the Commission on Audit (COA).The said letter
was addressed to the Board of Directors of PADC, a pertinent
portion of which reads:

We expressed an adverse opinion on the fairness of
presentation of the financial statements of the
Corporation due to the inadequacy of the allowance for
obsolescence provided on items which are considered
worthless because they could no longer be installed in
aircrafts or be sold for lack of authenticating documents
from their respective manufacturers.6

According to the accused-movant, the COA rendered an
adverse opinion concerning the fairness of the presentation of
the financial statements of the PADC for the years 2014 and
2015.7 In the said 2015 COA Audit Report, the basis for the
adverse opinion was that aircraft inventories which

2 pp. 300-301, Record ~
3 In an Order dated March 22, 2017, the Court reset the arraignment of the accused on May ,2017; p. 303,
Record .
4 p. 261, Record; In its Order dated March 22, 2017, the Court treated the present motion to be a Motion for
Reinvestigation
5 pp. 264-299, Record
6 p. 258, Record
7 pp. 258-259, Record
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considered worthless, because these could no longer be
installed to aircrafts or be sold to clients for lack of
authenticating documents from their respective manufacturers,
are still presented at their historical costs; Php 42,258,000.00
in 2014, and Php 40,919,000.00 in 2015, instead of their net
realizable values, thereby overstating the inventory and
understating the expenses by Php 18,695,000.00 in 2014, and
Php 17,355,000.00 in 2015.8

The accused-movant points out that the adverse opinion of
the COA in the 2015 Audit Report allegedly: (1) exposes the
underlying motives of the syndicate operating with impunity
within the PADC; (2) reveals his hasty and immediate removal
as President of the PADC, thus barring his entry from its offices;
(3) explains the barrage of numerous related written complaints
filed by the concerned employees of the PADC with the Office of
the Ombudsman, which were deliberately designed to silence,
intimidate and prevent him from making public the real and
actual financial condition of the corporation and other related
irregularities that had happened within the PADC;9 and, (4)
shows that the misrepresentations in the financial statements
of the PADC also indicates that the PADC resident COA auditor,
Arsenio Rayos, Jr., was fully aware of the irregularities within
the PADC and should likewise be investigated. 10

On March 21, 201 7, accused Manlavi filed his
((Manifestation and Motion." Therein, he manifests that he is
adopting the motion filed by his co-accused and likewise prays
that his arraignment be deferred based on the same grounds
invoked by his co-accused.11

In its Opposition dated March 31, 2017, the prosecution
contends that the COA Audit Report for the year ended
December 31, 2015 cannot be considered as "newly discovered
evidence" since this report cannot be said to have been
discovered only after the preliminary investigation, since it was
only prepared in 2016.12 The prosecution asserts that it would

8 p. 271, Record ~
9 p. 260, Record

10 p. 260, Record --rr fro
11 p. 300, Record
12 p. 316, Record
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have been different had the subject audit report already existed
at the time of the investigation and the failure to produce the
same was due to the fact that its discovery was made at a later
timeY3

Moreover, the prosecution argues that the said audit
report cannot justify the conduct of a reinvestigation; 14that the
Information charging the accused with selling PADC aircraft
spare parts, accessories and equipment through negotiation in
violation of COA rules and the PADC's Revised Pricing Policy
were based on the COA Annual Audit Report for the years 2007
and 2008 as well as other COA documents such as Audit
Observation Memorandum dated October 31, 2008, Notice of
Charge dated January 16, 2009 and the report on the special
audit/investigation on the irregularities committed in PADC;15
and, that the accused-movants failed to establish that the
consideration of the 2015 COA Audit Report will substantially
alter the results of the reinvestigation and change the findings
of probable cause against them.16

Lastly, the prosecution avers that the allegation of
accused-movant Crisologo that the numerous written
complaints were deliberately designed to silence and intimidate
him from making public the actual financial condition of the
corporation is a matter of defense which should be threshed-out
during trial. 17

After a careful review of the arguments raised by the
parties, the Court finds the subject motions unmeritorious.

The accused-movants both pray that a more thorough

p. 316, Record
14 pp. 315-316, Record

15 p. 317, Record ~
16 p. 317, Record
17 p. 317, Record
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because new evidence, which was unavailable at the time of the
preliminary investigation before the Office of the Ombudsman,
has now surfaced.

To begin with, the Rules of Procedure of the Office of the
Ombudsman provide that only one motion for reconsideration
or reinvestigation of the Ombudsman's order or resolution shall
be allowed and that the same shall be filed within five (5) days
from notice of the said order or resolution.

a) Only one motion for reconsideration or
reinvestigation of an approved order or resolution shall be
allowed, the same to be filed within five (5) days from
notice thereof with the Office of the Ombudsman, or the
proper Deputy Ombudsman as the case may be, with
corresponding leave of court in cases, where the
information has already been filed in court; 18

In the present case, accused-movants Crisologo and
Manlavi had already availed of their right to file motions for
reconsideration of the Office of the Ombudsman's adverse Joint
Resolution dated May 13, 2016, finding probable cause to indict
them for violation of Section 3 (e) of Republic Act (R.A.) No.
3019.19 In fact, in its Order dated June 29,2016,20 the Office of
the Ombudsman denied the said motions for reconsideration and
further ruled that "the respondents failed to submit newly-
discovered evidence which would materially affect the assailed
findings of this office. "21 The subject motions for reinvestigation
are effectively a second motion for reconsideration which is
prohibited. More importantly, the subject motions for
reinvestigation were evidently med out Ofti~

" R"'esof Pco'ed"e of the Om,e of the Omb"dsm", " ,meodedby AdmLe, ~
Series of 2001; Italics supplied
19 p. 22, Record; p. 1, Order of the Office of the Ombudsman dated June 29, 2016
20 p. 22-25, Record, Id
21 p. 24, Record; p. 3, Id
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At any rate, even if the filing of the motions for
reinvestigation were allowed, the present motions must still fail.

Under Section 2, Rule 121 of the Rules of Court, the
requisites for newly discovered evidence are the following: (1)
the evidence was discovered after trial [in this case, after
investigation]; (2) such evidence could not have been discovered
and produced at the trial with reasonable diligence; and, (3)
that it is material, not merely cumulative, corroborative or
impeaching, and is of such weight that, if admitted, will
probably change the judgment.22

The prosecution aptly points out that the 2015 COA Audit
Report cannot be said to have been discovered after the
preliminary investigation since the same was prepared only in
the year 2016 while the preliminary investigation took place in
2014. Obviously, said audit report could not have been
discovered and produced during the preliminary investigation
before the Office of the Ombudsman since the same was
inexistent at that time.

Also, the Court is of the view that the purported new
evidence cannot be considered material such that, if admitted,
would probably change the outcome of the investigation before
the Officeof the Ombudsman.

The undersigned Graft Investigation and
Prosecution Officer, Office of the Ombudsman, hereby
accuses DANILO REYES CRISOLOGO and ROBERTO
LOLENG MANLAVI of violation Section 3(e) of Republic
Act No. 3019, otherwise known as the Anti-Graft and
Corrupt Practices Act, as amended, committed as

fOllOWS:~

~
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That in 2007 and 2008, or sometime prior or
subsequent thereto, in the City of Pasay,
Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this
Honorable Court, accused Danilo Reyes
Crisologo, [a] high ranking public officer being
then the President of the Philippine Aerospace
Development Corporation (PADC), conspiring
with Roberto Loleng Manlavi, Senior Vice
President of PADC, while in the performance of
their official functions as such, with manifest
partiality, evident bad faith, or gross inexcusable
negligence, did then and there wilfully,
unlawfully and criminally give unwarranted
benefit, advantage or preference to Wingtips
Parts Corp. (Wingtips) by selling through
negotiation PADC aircraft spare parts,
accessories and equipment at a loss to Wingtips,
in violation of Commission on Audit rules and
PADC's Revised Pricing Policy requiring 30%
mark-up added to the acquisition cost of said
items, thereby causing undue injury or pecuniary
loss to PADC amounting to at least
PhP6,246,365.00, representing the difference
between total actual selling price of the items and
their selling price at the standard mark-up of
30%.

From a reading of the above-cited Information, the charges
against the accused-movants are based on the irregularities
found in the Commission on Audit Annual Audit Report for the
years ended December 31) 2008 and 2007. Allegedly, the
accused-movants, conspiring with each another, sold through
negotiation PADC aircraft spare parts, accessories and
equipment at a loss to Wingtips, in violation of COAaudit rules
and the PADC'sRevised Pricing Policy.

It must be noted, however, that the findings of the COAin
its 2015 Audit Report does not refer to the alleged irregular
transactions in 2007 and 2008, which are the subject of ~

"pp 1-2, Reco,d 4 ; ,
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Information in this case. The following are the audit
observations and recommendations made by the COA in the
said 2015 Annual Audit Report:

1. The allowance for inventory obsolescence on
unserviceable aircraft inventory is understated by
P17.355 million, thus overstating the reported net
realizable value (NRV)and understating expenses for
CY 2015 by the same amount. Further, the gross
balance of P69.944 million of aircraft parts inventory
carried over to the Notes to Financial Statements is
not reconciled with the balance in the 2015 Aircraft
Spare Parts Inventory Report of P56.012 million, for a
discrepancy of P13.932 million;24

2. PADC has yet to remit to the National Government
(NG) P6.840 million dividends due on the past and
current years' earnings as required by RA 7656;25

3. Accrual in the books and payment of liabilities to the
Commission on Audit (COA) and the Office of the
Government Corporate Counsel (OGCC) representing
assessments for cost of audit and legal services of
P33.344 million and P2.384 million respectively, are
not updated;26

4. The CY 2015 Corporate Operation Budget (COB) of
the Corporation do not bear the requisite approval of
the Department of Budget and Management (DBM)
as required by Executive Order No. 518 thus
rendering all PADC spending for the year on unstable
foothold;27 and,

5. The summary of unsettled suspensions,
disallowances and charges for CY 2015 and 2014 are
P16,690,628.49and P16,779,879.13,respect·ve/p

24 p. 291, Record; p. 18, Commission on Audit 2015 Annual Audit Report 0 the Philippine Aerospace
Development Corporation for the Year Ended December 31, 2015 ¥\
2S p. 292, Record; p. 19, Id
26 p. 293, Record; p. 20, Id
27 p. 294, Record; p. 21, Id
28 p. 295, p. 22, Id
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Based on the record of this case, together with the
arguments submitted by the accused-movants, and the
attached 2015 COA Audit Report, the Court holds that the
accused -movants had failed to establish a reasonable
connection between the purported new evidence and the
questioned transactions in 2007 and 2008 which may merit a
reinvestigation of this case.

Finally, the accused-movants allege, among others, that:
in the Annual Audit Report for 2009, the issue on the non-
adjustment of the inventory valuation for twenty-two (22)years
was raised to emphasize the severity of the PADC'smanagement
deviation from established standards; the revelation brought
about by the adverse opinion of the COAexpounds and exposes
the underlying motives of the syndicate operating within the
PADC,hastening the immediate replacement of accused-movant
Crisologoas PADCPresident; and, the barrage of the numerous
complaints of the employees of PADCwere deliberately designed
to silence, intimidate and prevent accused-movant Crisologo
from making public the suppression, fraudulent
misrepresentation of the real and actual financial condition of
PADC.

To be sure, the consideration of the aforesaid assertions at
this stage of the proceedings is premature since these are
matters of defense which are best threshed -out during trial.

Indeed, it is jurisprudentially settled that the validity and
merits of a party's defense or accusation, as well as
admissibility of testimonies and evidence, are better ventilated
during trial proper than at the preliminary investigation leve1.29

In sum, there is no valid ground to defer the arraignment
of the accused-rnovan~

29 Unilever v. Tan, 715 SCRA36 (2014). See also Shu v. Dee, 723 SCRA512 (2014),Hasegawa v. Giron, 703 SCRA
549 (2013), Clay & Feather International, Inc. v. Lichaytoo, 649 SCRA516 (2011) and Presidential Commission
on Good Government v. Desierto, 397 SCRA171 (2003).
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WHEREFORE, the ((Motion to Defer Arraignment" dated
March 16, 2017, filed by accused Danilo Crisologo, and
((Manifestation and Motion" dated March 20, 2017, filed by
accused Roberto Manlavi, are DENIED for lack of merit.

Set the arraignment of the accused-movants on June 22,
2017 at 1:30 in the afternoon.

Quezon City, Metro Manila

JANET. F
Associate J

o R. FERNANDEZ
iate Justice


